Week 9 Day 1

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Elijah's birthday is in February

2. My favorite month are May June and July

3. Divide the words into syllables with a /.
   
   silent  matter  mistake  hamster

4. Circle the proper nouns below.
   
girl  January  teacher  Jaidyn  Mrs. Davis  month

5. Make the nouns plural.
   
lunch  ___________  rock  ___________  penny  ____________

Week 9 Day 2

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. How many mouses did you see

2. Tell Mrs. Stamp to come here, said Mrs. Tucker

3. Write the plural form of the words below.
   
tooth  ___________  man  ___________  foot  ____________

4. Circle the root words below. Underline the suffixes or prefixes.
   
worthless  wishful  careless  return

5. If "worth" means value, what does "worthless" mean?
   
full of value  in a value way  without value
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. three childs were playin at the park

2. i went to dr olsen office on thursday

3. Write the plural form of the words below.
   woman ____________ peach ____________ person ____________

4. Write the abbreviations correctly.
   jan ____________ st ____________ fri ____________

5. Which word means without hope?
   rehope hopeless hopeful unhope

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. newberry st is in front of marys school

2. we spent friday saturday and sunday at grandmas house

3. Which word best completes BOTH sentences. Circle ONE word.
   A _______ flew by us.      He hit the ball with a _______.
   stick         bird         butterfly         bat         pole

4. Write the abbreviations correctly.
   aug ____________ dr ____________ rd ____________

5. Write clap to show it happened in the past. ________________________________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Dr. Gibbs pulled three of Lacie's teeth

2. You will need eggs, butter, and milk.

3. Circle the root words in the words below.
   
   remake helpless swiftly speeding

4. Circle the correct way to write a closing to a letter.
   
   your friend, Your friend Your friend,

5. Which word means having lots of color?
   
   colorful uncolor colorless colorly

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Maya was born on Oct 8, 2008

2. The four children lost a lot of teeths

3. Which word best completes BOTH sentences. Circle ONE word.
   
   We played at the _______. Where can we _______ the car?
   party stop park playground put

4. Write the abbreviations correctly.
   
   apr __________ sat __________ mrs __________

5. Write the word that means without a clue. _____________________________